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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an intelligent system that allows
people to annotate face tracks of video content. To reduce the work-
load, we adopt two strategies in the system: 1) visually similar face
tracks could be grouped together to reduce human reaction time; 2) face
models could be learned to automatically recognize celebrity identities,
leaving annotator only simple judgement tasks. With more precise face
models, the recognized results require much less time for confirmation.
Altogether, these strategies significantly reduce the workload of human
annotation/confirmation. Experiments on a very large video repository
prove the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed system.
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1 Introduction

Internet is becoming an important distribution channel for multimedia content.
More and more people choose to watch video content via internet, not only
because of its rich content, but also because of its free and low cost. Many com-
panies also foresee this big opportunity, i.e., by displaying advertisements to the
population to stimulate consumption, they can help product companies profit
more, shape and promote their public figure. With limited impression views
by the populations, advertising companies have to maximize the click through
rate per impression to help product companies profit more. That is, display the
advertisement to the most potential buyers. Generally, there are two ways to
achieve this: 1) understand users preferences from their online behavior history
and display advertisements related to user preference; 2) associate advertise-
ments to related multimedia content. The first way can be regarded as mining
stable and long-term preferences. In addition, the second way can be regarded
as mining short-term or instant preferences. It could be very useful especially
for trailer or commenting videos. Users watching such videos commonly because
they concern about the recent development of the story or they want to discuss
about the story with the online community. They often like goods (hats, watch,
clothes, cars etc) related to celebrities in the video.
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The commercial value of the first way has been mined a lot while the value of
the second way is largely underdeveloped. Video content analysis technologies
can help find out concept or objects in video. But the researches for the problem
is still in early stage [1, 2]. Automatic extraction of general objects or concept
is still intractable. Besides advertisement, video content analysis could also help
user navigate and locate video content in finer level. As shown in Figure 1,
video content analysis results could also be used to integrate and summarize
information from all over the internet.

Fortunately, after near 10 years’ development, the extraction of some specific
concepts becomes mature and usable, such as face, pedistrian and trademark
detection [3–5]. These concepts are relevant to our motivation. Considering that
people are the most frequent subjects in TV episodes or movies, in this paper, we
focus on the face recognition problem, which is far more difficult and challenging
than just face detection[6, 7]. More specifically, we choose to tackle the problem
in a semi-automatic way, by designing an interactive and intelligent annotation
system.

Fig. 1. Face match features on website. Users can see celebrity information by hoving
mouse on faces.

There has been user interfaces for face or object annotations [8–12]. However,
the existing user interfaces[13, 11] could not tackle our problem: 1) they aim
at static faces while we focus on video face track as a basic unit. The face
images are more challenging, including occlusion, large variance and severe blur;
2) they lack of a face model for each person, which can automatically annotate
faces leveraging existing labels; 3) they lack of user interfaces that group visually
similar faces to reduce user workload.
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To address the above issues, we propose a semi-automatic video face anno-
tation system. The system is composed of three parts: 1) backend services that
extract and process face tracks; 2) annotation user interface; 3) confirmation user
interface. For each video, as shown in Figure 2, there are 3 steps for users to
label the faces: 1) randomly choose some faces and cluster visually similar faces
for user annotation; 2) with these bootstrap information, the system builds face
models for each labeled person and automatically tag the rest faces; 3) the vi-
sually similar tagged faces are clustered together for confirmation. The higher
recognition accuracy, the shorter time it will take users to confirm. Summarizing
all above, the contributions of the paper are two folded: 1) we propose a semi-
automatic way to assist celebrity face annotation for videos; 2) we adopt two
strategies to design user interfaces to improve the efficiency of the annotation
process.

1.1 Related Work

Designing user interfaces for object annotation and pattern recognition has been
a long history [14, 10, 8, 15, 16, 12, 13, 11]. In traditional image annotation sys-
tem, user interfaces are often introduced to label positive and negative examples
with respect to some concepts [13, 11]. Because of the difficulties in concept
modelling, it requires heavy annotation workload to build an accurate model.
Cui et al., Tian et al. [13, 11] propose a system to reduce annotation workload
via efficient clustering. Zhang et al. [15] propose a bayesian framework that cal-
culate a name list to reduce annotation time. Later, Zhang et al. [16] propose a
framework to calculate the name list for annotating multiple photos at a time.
However, it requires people browse the whole album to select the photo set. Suh
et al. [17] propose a cluster-based annotation strategy. Different from other work,
it also introduces clothes features and event information to improve accuracy.

All the previous work [15, 16, 13, 11] focus on automatic personal album
management. However, we are motivated to mine celebrities in TV episodes or
movies. In TV episodes or movies, there are diverse face images, e.g., faces with
many poses and facial expressions, faces with motion blur or occlusions. This
leads to many difficulties in building face models. Fortunately, there are regular
celebrities, each celebrity with enough face examples to build accurate models.
Moreover, in our scenario, it requires 100% accuracy to annotate celebrities.
So manual confirmation should be involved. Since there are many similar story
segments in TV episodes or movies, as shown in Figure 3, introducing clustering-
based annotation could improve the efficiency of the system.

1.2 Our Method

With the requirements summerized above, we propose a semi-automatic anno-
tation system to address the problem. The system intelligently combines state-
of-art face recognition technologies and efficient user interfaces. For the system
overview, please see Figure 2. There are mainly three parts:
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Fig. 2. Overview of the system architect. a) system detects faces and group continuous
faces into face groups/tracks for each TV episode/movie; b) system prepares celebrity
information for each TV series and select 20% face track clusters as diverse as possible
for initial labels; c) initial user labels are fed to system to learn face models and the
automatically recognized results are left for user confirmation.

Fig. 3. Similar face tracks of a TV episode. The figure shows track images of the same
person from 6 shots. Each cell shows 4 images and the start time of a face track.
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– For each video, the system first detects faces for every 5 frames. Then, the
system runs a face tracker to group time continuous faces into face tracks.

– When a series of TV episodes come, the system crawls celebrities information
and name list via web. This information will be used in annotation pages.
Since the system requires a number of face labels to build accurate models,
in the bootsrap stage, 20% of the face tracks are selected for user annotation.
The selected face tracks should be as diverse as posssible to cover as many
poses as possible.

– With enough labels, the system builds KNN-based face models [18] for each
celebrity. Then the system automatically recognize the rest face tracks. To
ensure that the recognition is 100% accurate, users are required to confirm
the recognized results. To improve the efficiency of the confirmation step, the
recognized face tracks are also grouped into clusters. Because visually similar
faces take much less time for confirmation. In addition, the system allows
users to confirm just the face tracks with high confidence. New confirmed
labels are fed back to iteratively improve face models.

The paper is composed of five sections. Sectoin 1 introduces background and
related work of video face annotation. For the details about how we design the
user interfaces and how we combines the state-of-art face recognition technology
and user interfaces, please see Section 2. Section 3 describes the automatic recog-
nition algorithm in detail. Experiments proved the efficiency of our system and
user interface design. For the details of experimental results, please see Section
4. Section 5 concludes the efficiency of the system and user interface design.

2 Interactive Annotation

We propose user interfaces to assist people annotation and reduce the annotation
workload. We design a web portal for annotation tasks. There are three pages in
the web portal: a selection page for TV series selection, an annotation page for
initial celebrity labels and a confirmation page to confirm automatic recognition
results.

The TV series selection page allows people choose which TV serire to annotate.
Please see Figure 4 for the detail of the page. The number in the upper-right
corner of every TV series indicates the number of videos to annotate. In the web
page, users can search TV series via the search box in the navigation bar. Users
can also filter TV series by selecting unfinished shows or top shows on the left
navigation area. By clilcking the dashboard link, users can view the statistical
data.

2.1 Annotation Page

Figure 5 shows the page for face tracks annotation. On the left, there is a can-
didate list of celebrities of the TV series. On the right side, a cluster of face
tracks is shown. The rough number of face tracks per cluster is 40. The first,
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Fig. 4. Series selection page

middle and last faces of a face track are shown to help people verify that it
is a complete track. (There may be some errors during motion faces tracking.)
To help people identify celebrities, there is also a face image with larger scene
context. Possible identities are given in the candidate list. To reduce annotation
time, annotators can select multiple face tracks before determining the identity
for these face tracks together.

Fig. 5. Clustering-based annotation/confirmation page

2.2 Confirmation Page

The confirmation page is used to help people select the correct recognition re-
sults, because we require that all the celebrity information shown to user should
be 100% correct. It is similar to the annotation page, as shown in Figure 5. On
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the left panel, there is a celebrity list. For each celebrity, there are a face image,
the number of tracks that assigned to him/her and the number of tracks that are
confirmed. To reduce workload of user confirmation, users can simply mark the
annotation results as ‘Error’. Similarly, in the face track area, three face images
are shown to represent each face track. In addition, a face image with larger
context information is also shown to help identify the celebrity. This helps a lot
when the face image is dark.

Because only one click is required for confirmation, the confirmation time
is much shorter than annotation time. It is straightforward that it will take
less confirmation time when the recognizer is more accurate. For more details of
the experiments, please see Section 4. Because there are many similar face tracks
and story scenes in a TV episode, grouping these similar face tracks could reduce
the reaction time from people. Therefore, we also cluster similar face tracks in
confirmation step. Rather than marking each face track right or wrong one by
one, it will take less time to select a group of similar face tracks and then confirm
it right or wrong.

The recognizer generates a confidence score for each recognition result. Gen-
erally, the confidence score is lower for the low quality face tracks or the face
tracks that are unknown. The confirmation page automatically rank confident
face tracks in the first pages. Users can simply leave the face tracks with low
confidence score and continue to the next iteration of automatic recognition and
confirmation. With new confirmed face images, the face models become more
accurate. The unconfident face tracks could be correctly recognized with better
face models. These strategies improves the efficiency of the system.

3 Algorithms

In the backend system, as shown in Figure 2, we detect faces for every 5 image
frames using a multi-view face detector[19]. Then continuous faces are grouped
together via a klt face tracking algorithm [20]. A face group or a face track is a
basic unit for processing and annotation.

To cluster face tracks, various clustering algorithms could be used, such as
kmeans[21], top-down hierarchical clustering[22], agglomerative clustering[23]
and so on. We select agglomerative clustering because we can cut at any level
to control both the number of face tracks to roughly 40 and the variance of
the cluster. Different from single face clustering, each pair of face track are two
faces series. Faces series distance should be defined to cluster face tracks. We
define the face track distance as the minimal 4-4 faces distance. The median of
distances within 16 4-4 face distances is used as final track distance.

To measure face-face distances, the local binary pattern (LBP) face features
are used [7]. LBP features measure difference between adjacent pixels. For each
pair of pixels, there are only two possible values - higher or lower. Therefore,
LBP features are robust to illumination changes. At every pixel location, pixel
differences make up an 8-bit code. In a fixed region (eye, nose and so on), we
count the number of all kinds of LBP code. This makes up a distribution of codes.
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Besides the robustness to light changes, the distribution also reflects texture
properties of facial components.

With new labeled face tracks, the backend system automatically updates face
models for every celebrities. Because there are many celebrities, KNN-based
models are better choices rather than SVM-based models. It is efficient and
requires no training. In recent years, Wright et al.[18] propose a KNN-based
classification method using sparse representation. It significantly outperforms
other methods. Inspired by the method[18], we also decompose every face as
linear combinations of its nearest neighbors. Together with label information, the
linear coefficients are used to vote for identity label. The sparsity concentration
index (SCI) is used as confidence value for prediction. For every 5-face subset
with inner dissimilarities greater than some value, we use the median voting as
a recognition candidate. Finally, we take the highest 5-face voting as the track
recognition result. This alleviates the wrong-match problem that a face of person
A is very similar to a face of person B in feature space.

4 Experiments

To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed system, we measure
the time used for the annotation tasks. We hire 8 persons to annotate video
face tracks. At first, these people are not experts for face annotation. They are
not familiar with the celebrities in the TV series. Initially, they are required to
annotate only after they finish watching each TV episode. In our video repository,
there are totally 186 TV series, 4860 videos. The typical length of a TV episode
is about 40 minutes. And each TV episode has about 1294 face tracks averagely.

In the experiments, we measure the annotation time per video (all tracks),
annotation time per track, confirmation time per video and confirmation time

Fig. 6. Efficiency of face match platform
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per track. The system measures user performance at 6 different period, as shown
in Figure 6. During these periods, 140 videos are annotated and confirmed per
person. As time goes on, users get familiar with celebrities in TV series. With
more and more celebrity labels, face models become more precise iteratively.
As expected, the average time for annotation tasks per person descreas contin-
uously, as shown in Figure 6. Please also notice that, the confirmation time is
significantly smaller than annotation time. It proves the effectiveness of the strat-
egy that we continuously utilize existing celebrity labels and leave the simpler
confirmation tasks for users.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Video content analysis is very important for online video websites. Besides ad-
vertisement targeting, it also allows internet users to navigate and locate content
more easily. In this paper, we propose an intelligent annotation system that al-
lows users to annotate faces for video content. Because celebrities are the most
frequent and important subjects in TV episodes. To reduce users workload, we
adopt two simple strategies in interaction design: 1) visually similar face tracks
could be annotated together to reduce user reaction time; 2) with large amount
of existing celebrity labels, precise face models could be learned to help anno-
tate. Experiments proves that the two strategies significantly reduce the user
annotation time.

In future, more intelligent algorithms could be proposed to learned preciser
models. More face features could be added to backend system to produce more
robust and consistent clusters. These are expected to reduce annotation time
further. In some TV series, there could be new celebrities unknown to system.
Algorithms that automatically discover new celebrities could also be introduced.
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